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Paramedic training uses 
 
 
The examples of medical treatment in the database are rarely well detailed.
When they are, they provide examples of both "positive" and "negative"
responses to accidents. some of the worst negative responses are not the
responsibility of the medic - who were simply not provided with the equipment or
ambulance that they need. Parts of the reports may be used in lectures or
presentations or they can be distributed for critical discussion.
Examples of the injuries that may be encountered can be found throughout the
database. Records with detailed medical data are sparse. The following sample
are records that include photographs of the injuries or detailed medical reports.
Other photographs may be on record so if they are needed for training, please
send an email to ask.
The links below only take you to a few examples. There are many others among
the database records.
 
DEATH
DDASaccident481.pdf DDASaccident468.pdf DDASaccident028.pdf DDASaccident369.pdf
DDASaccident371.pdf DDASaccident376.pdf DDASaccident449.pdf DDASaccident501.pdf
DDASaccident542.pdf DDASaccident489.pdf DDASaccident212.pdf DDASaccident343.pdf
 
HAND/ARM INJURY
DDASaccident309.pdf DDASaccident313.pdf DDASaccident332.pdf DDASaccident355.pdf
DDASaccident374.pdf DDASaccident449.pdf DDASaccident453.pdf DDASaccident569.pdf
DDASaccident481.pdf DDASaccident467.pdf DDASaccident445.pdf DDASaccident392.pdf
 
EYE/FACE INJURY
DDASaccident482.pdf DDASaccident327.pdf DDASaccident398.pdf DDASaccident371.pdf
DDASaccident449.pdf DDASaccident497.pdf DDASaccident530.pdf DDASaccident566.pdf
DDASaccident354.pdf DDASaccident323.pdf DDASaccident255.pdf DDASaccident020.pdf
 
FOOT/LEG INJURY
DDASaccident014.pdf DDASaccident023.pdf DDASaccident265.pdf DDASaccident468.pdf
DDASaccident481.pdf DDASaccident508.pdf DDASaccident531.pdf DDASaccident401.pdf
DDASaccident354.pdf DDASaccident323.pdf DDASaccident255.pdf DDASaccident238.pdf
 
DEMINER TRAINING
SUPERVISOR/FIELD MANAGEMENT TRAINING
MANAGEMENT TRAINING
HOME
 
